
 The petroleum industry has undergone tremendous change

over the past decade. There has been a wave of consolidations

and mergers in an attempt to gain greater efficiency and

market share. Not surprising, many companies now provide

both products and services to the oil and gas sector. 

In order to remain competitive, service providers in the oil and

gas industry need high-tech tools that will help them connect

multiple, diverse locations in real-time communication.

Flexible ISO 29001
Compliance Software  

At Accupoint, we combine best business

practices with cutting-edge cloud technology

to deliver an integrated quality management

software solution for the oil and gas industry.

The Acurx ISO 29001 oil and gas software

makes it easy to manage complex ISO

compliance requirements in a fast-moving

environment.

Acurx is the only web-based oilfield QMS

system on the market today that has been

specifically designed to administrate the

requirements of ISO 29001. With

customizable reports, intuitive interface,

and reliable metrics analysis, Acurx brings

modern-day analytics to the oil & gas

sector.

The result for your company is improved

customer satisfaction, increased

operational awareness and an enhanced

bottom line.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Acurx

Maintaining an effective QMS is a headache for

any company, particularly those working

internationally, as regulations not only change

over time but also vary from region to region. The

considerable resources require often brings

productivity to a crawl, and it can be a source of

much frustration.

By using Acurx, oilfield organizations are

embracing the most agile compliance

management system on the market today.

Product and service quality will be effectively

managed, customer requirements will be met, and

productivity will improve dramatically as

inefficiencies are rooted out and eliminated from

the value chain.

Acurx relieves multiple pain points by providing

sensible, efficient, and easy-to-use software to

manage IOS 29001 compliance requirements.

THE ACURX ADVANTAGE



Application Support
Accupoint Software maintains telephone
and email based help desks, as well as an
online self help knowledge portal.

Technical Services
Our Web Support team can provide
a wide range of application support
services including implementation consulting,
data import and custom programming.

SUPPORT SERVICES

Platform Security
All of your records and related information
are secured with daily back-ups, point to
point encryption and additional physical
security protocols.

accupointsoftware.com

SOLUTION BENEFITS

Improve productivity and efficiency

Increase customer focus and

responsiveness

Enhance quality visibility across the value

chain

Reduce performance reporting costs in

operations

Mitigate risks associated with process

operations

Ensure adherence to industry & customer

requirements

Positively impact company profitability

The Acurx platform gives you the ability to

guarantee customer compliance, regardless of

size or geographic location. But the real

benefits go much further. By using Acurx to

establish your organization’s commitment to

quality management, you will:

Asset Management & Repair
Tracking
Asset Transfer Tracking
Audit & Non-Conformity
Management
Calibration Management
Contract Review
Corrective & Preventive
Actions
Design Review & Validation
Document Management
Inspection Management
Management of Change
Product Management
Project & Task Management
Quality Planning
Documentation
Risk Management &
Assessment
Supply Chain Controls
Training & Curriculum
Management

ACURX  SOLUTION 
 MODULES


